Dose constraints based on histograms provide a convenient and widely-used method for informing and guiding radiotherapy treatment planning. Methods of derivation of such constraints are often poorly described. Two non-parametric methods for derivation of constraints are described and investigated in the context of determination of dose-5 specific cut-points -values of the free parameter (e.g., percentage volume of the irradiated organ) which best reflect resulting changes in complication incidence. A method based on receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis and one based on a maximally-selected standardised rank sum are described and compared using rectal toxicity data from a prostate radiotherapy trial. Multiple test corrections are applied 10 using a free step-down resampling algorithm, which accounts for the large number of tests undertaken to search for optimal cut-points and the inherent correlation between dose-histogram points. Both methods provide consistent significant cut-point values, with the rank sum method displaying some sensitivity to the underlying data. The ROC method is simple to implement and can utilise a complication atlas, though an 15 advantage of the rank sum method is the ability to incorporate all complication grades without the need for grade dichotomisation.
Introduction
Association of toxicity incidence with dose-volume or dose-surface area parameters has become part of the suite of methods for the presentation of normal tissue complications subsequent to radiotherapy clinical trials (e.g., [1] [2] [3] ). By investigating the values ('cut-25 points') of the dependent variable (as a function of dose) that best discriminate responding from non-responding patients it is possible to generate clinically-relevant constraints. These constraints are used to optimise radiotherapy treatment planning of future patients based on a reduced representation of the full three-dimensional planned dose distribution (see for example, [4] ). 30 Constraint derivation can be undertaken by collating dose-volume histogram (DVH) data * for the population and, at a specific dose, observing the volume at which the response event rate exceeds a specific percentage [1, [5] [6] [7] . The efficiency of a specified volumetric cut-point at a specific dose can be assessed via the contingency table  35 corresponding to observed complication rates above and below that volume. Such a method has included assessment of the cut-point via  2 , Fisher's exact test [8] , log-rank [9, 10] or the Mantel-Haenszel test [11, 12] . Grouping of the population below or above the cut-point has been used to define categorical variables for logistic regression (e.g., [13] ). In the scenario when such parametric test statistics are calculated for a multitude 40 of cutpoints care has to be taken when determining the significance levels as the parametric test statistics rarely follow their nominal distribution [14, 15] .
Simultaneously, corrections for multiple testing are rare, leading to exaggerated * 'volume', and consequently DVH's, are referred to here by default, though any quantity binned in the histogram (e.g., percentage volume, surface-area, image intensity, function) can be used instead. significance levels and Type II error [16] . Additionally, as histogram points are usually highly correlated, standard Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing will over-correct 45 significance values [10, 17] . Determination of significance is important when cut-points are being used to generate hypotheses regarding dose-volume associations and the pathological origins of treatment toxicity.
Methods to search for a cut-point have been implemented based on regression trees 50 [18] , or an exhaustive search across discrete values of volume at each dose, selecting the value that maximises the significance and/or odds-ratio of the resulting split [7] . Several authors [19] [20] [21] have used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves as a method of searching for the optimal volumetric cut-point at any specific dose and according to a dichotomised outcome measure. Additionally, the process of searching for an optimal 55 cut-point involves testing multiple discrete volumetric splits -the associated multiple testing needs to be accounted for when evaluating the probability of rejecting the relevant null hypothesis.
As an alternative, Buettner et al [17, 22] chose the Wilcoxon rank sum as a test statistic 60 for determining the optimal cut-point. This optimal cut-point is determined as the split which maximises the test statistic. In this approach, the distribution of the test statistic is determined within a general framework of a permutation test, allowing for reliable estimates of statistical significance by taking the dependency structure between the cutpoints into account. An advantage of the rank sum approach is the lack of necessity to 65 dichotomise outcomes, instead, using all available outcome grades.
4
We have investigated two above-mentioned methods for derivation of histogram-based constraints -the use of ROC curves and the use of maximally-selected Wilcoxon rank sum -in combination with more rigorous derivation of significance levels. We present 70 these methods together with a brief investigation of their use with sample trial data. Deprivation and Radiotherapy) trial [23, 24] is shown. Histograms are colour-scaled according to the peak LENT SOMA grade (0 to 4) of rectal bleeding at any point during late follow-up [25] . A more complete summary of the rectal bleeding outcomes relative to anorectum DVH is provided in the supplementary appendix in the form of complication atlases [26] . A volumetric cut-point must, at a specific dose (60 Gy 80 equivalent dose when delivered in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2) in Figure 1 ), provide the optimal prediction of increase in events across the range of potential volumetric split values.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Cutpoint derivation using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis 85
ROC analysis involves determining the change in sensitivity and specificity resulting from the dichotomisation of a continuous variable (being in this case, percentage volume † ). It is possible to undertake ROC analysis using the differential form of a † For convenience, we refer to relative 'volume' based histograms, though the description applies generally to all histograms such as surface area histograms, absolute and relative. 5 complication atlas as described previously [8, 26, 27] , and which requires binning DVH data into dose-volume 'pixels'. Here we treat volume, v, at each dose bin of the DVH, 90 as the collection of discrete values across all patient datasets.
At each split value of volume, c, at dose d, the intent is to establish the efficiency with which a value of c v  predicts a complication Y. Sensitivity and specificity correspond respectively to the resulting true positive rate (the number of true positive predictions as 95 a fraction of all patients with the complication), and true negative rate (the number of true negatives as a fraction of all patients without the complication). The ROC curve at d is the resulting plot of sensitivity as a function of (1 -specificity). The area under the curve (AUC) provides a non-parametric estimate of the increased probability of a patient experiencing a complication relative to one not experiencing the complication 100 will have a larger value of the predictive variable, representing a non-parametric twosample statistic, or rank sum based on a binary indicator [28] [29] [30] [31] . For example, an AUC of 0.6 indicates that a patient with the complication incidence of interest will have a higher value of the predictive variable (volume) than will one without the complication, 60% of the time. 105
A completely predictive dose-volume distribution at dose d would have a perfectly defined cut-point giving sensitivity = 1, (1-specificity) = 0, and an AUC   d of 1.0. The value of c that provides the closest approach to ideal is the value that provides the closest point to (0,1) on the ROC curve, and this is frequently identified as the optimal 110 cut-point [19] . An alternative is to identify the cut-point as the value of c, corresponding to the point with the maximum vertical distance to the line representing a complete 6 inability of the variable to differentiate patients experiencing the complication. This maximises the difference between sensitivity and (1-specificity),
, and is known as the 'Youden Index' [32] . These two criteria 115 for the optimal cut-point are only equivalent under specific conditions [33] . Figure 2a shows distributions of sensitivity, specificity and
for the sample data of Figure 1 , together with the resulting optimal cut-point.
Cut-point derivation using maximally-selected standardised rank sum 120
The method of identifying variable values which maximise a standardised test statistic has also been utilised for non-parametric derivation of cut-point values [17, 34] . In this case, the Wilcoxon rank sum, T, provides a suitable test statistic for a given volume value, c, used to split the cohort into two groups:
Here, for patient i,   0 (which can be derived as described by Buettner et al [17] or Laussen and Schumacher [34] ):
The value of c giving the maximum value of this standardised rank sum,
, is the optimal cut-point occurring at optimal c . A
calculation based on the sample data of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2b . 135
Calculation of Test Significance
In an intensive computational environment, a reliable estimation of test significance can be made using a permutation or re-sampling procedure to determine the distribution of 
Investigation with sample data
To compare the predictions of each method we focus on incidence of rectal bleeding, across the entire late follow-up period (> 3 months post radiotherapy) for RADAR trial patients (median 72 months). DVH data were generated, for the combined treatment 170 phases of 754 archived prostate radiotherapy patients treated by 23 centres (for which 702 patients had completed bleeding assessments and a baseline grade of 0), via the SWAN system [36] . Physical dose values comprising the dose grid for each phase were converted to EQD2, for   = 3.1 Gy, using:
where D is the dose for the treatment phase delivered in n fractions. The converted dose 175 grids were then summed and DVHs derived in 1 Gy EQD2 bins for the 'anorectum' structure (which extends cranially from where the rectum turns horizontally to the sigmoid colon, and caudally to the level of the ischial tuberosities). Cut-point values at each 1 Gy interval were calculated with complication defined as greater than base grade (i.e., reported grade of at least 1) using the ROC method, and with inclusion of all 180 ordinal grades for the maximally selected rank sum method.
Investigation with random outcomes data
We wished to verify that any patterns and significance being observed were due to the influence of dose-volume on complication incidence and not merely a consequence of 185 the general dose/volume distribution of DVH data. For this purpose, random permutations of the same patient outcomes data were used to generate cut-point distributions on the anorectum DVH data using identical methods to those described above.
RESULTS
190
Investigation with sample data
The cut-point values derived from DVH data for the anorectum using the ROC method, and for incidence of rectal bleeding at any point during follow-up, are shown in Figure   3a 
DISCUSSION
215
In deriving cut-points as constraints, we are trying to identify prognostic dosimetric indices that will distinguish patients likely to experience a complication from those likely not to and to associate significance with those indices. The two methods examined here have allowed derivation of such indices with some regions of consistency. The method using maximally-selected rank sum ( Y *, max T ) shows sensitivity to 220 the structure of the underlying dataset, occasionally resulting in considerable discontinuity. Extreme discontinuities may need to be filtered by restricting the minimum number of patients falling either side of a potential split. A distinct advantage of this method however is inclusion of all details of toxicity grades rather than a simple dichotomisation. In the examples shown in Figure 3 and from a comparison across other 225 toxicities and structures in the RADAR dataset this does not have any distinct impact on the resulting cut-points, levels or regions of significance. It should be noted that highgrade toxicities were relatively rare in the RADAR trial [23] .
Although the principal aim is the derivation of dose-volume indices to guide treatment 230 planning for future patients, identification of significant cut-points can also aid the association of dose-volume with specific complications, their severity grade and particular anatomical definitions. Such association has been undertaken on the complete RADAR trial data set and will be the subject of a future publication. It is important to keep in mind however that data from a single trial is usually representative of a 235 relatively narrow range in dose fractionation and treatment techniques, and extrapolation of observations to alternative situations should be undertaken with caution. Comparing Figure 1a with Figure 3 , and having examined distributions for other endpoints and structures, it is noted that the optimal cut-points tend to reflect the median DVH. This is also reflected in the values derived with randomly distributed 240 outcomes in Figure 3c and Figure 3d . This is to be expected as, unless there is a strong increase in toxicity with increasing volume, the optimal discriminating split will tend to 12 occur when there are equal populations either side of the split. This suggests a strong influence of the actual population distribution of DVH data, and highlights the necessity for caution when applying derived constraints under alternative irradiation conditions. 245
Two non-parametric methods for deriving cut-points from DVH data have been presented. These allow the inclusion of either dichotomous or multiple complication grades and form the basis of robust estimates of efficient cut-points, for use as dose constraints, and appropriate levels of significance. 250 
